Future Prophetic Wars

Psalm 83  (1) O God, do not be silent! Do not ignore us! Do not be inactive, O God!  (3) They carefully plot against your people, and make plans to harm the ones you cherish.  (4) They say, “Come on, let’s annihilate them so they are no longer a nation! Then the name of Israel will be remembered no more.”  (5) Yes, they devise a unified strategy; they form an alliance against you.  (6) It includes the tents of Edom and the Ishmaelites, Moab and the Hagrites,  (7) Gebal, Ammon, and Amalek, Philistia and the inhabitants of Tyre.  (8) Even Assyria has allied with them, lending its strength to the descendants of Lot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tents of Edom</th>
<th>Palestinians &amp; Southern Jordanians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ishmalites</td>
<td>Saudis (Ishmael father of Arabs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moab</td>
<td>Palestinians &amp; Central Jordanians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagarenese</td>
<td>Hagarenes found in Southern Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gebal</td>
<td>Hezbollah &amp; Northern Lebanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammon</td>
<td>Palestinians &amp; Northern Jordanians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amalek</td>
<td>Arabs of Sinai Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philistia</td>
<td>Hamas of the Gaza Strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre</td>
<td>Hezbollah &amp; Southern Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assyria</td>
<td>Syrians &amp; Northern Iraqi’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Isaiah 17  (1) Here is a message about Damascus: “Look, Damascus is no longer a city, it is a heap of ruins!

Jeremiah 49  (23) The LORD spoke about Damascus. “The people of Hamath and Arpad will be dismayed because they have heard bad news. Their courage will melt away because of worry. Their hearts will not be able to rest.  (24) The people of Damascus will lose heart and turn to flee. Panic will grip them. Pain and anguish will seize them like a woman in labor.  (25) How deserted will that once-famous city be, that city that was once filled with joy!  (26) For her young men will fall in her city squares. All her soldiers will be destroyed at that time,” says the LORD who rules over all.
Ezekiel 38 (1) The word of the LORD came to me: (2) “Son of man, turn toward Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal. Prophesy against him (3) and say: ‘This is what the sovereign LORD says: Look, I am against you, Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal. (5) Persia, Ethiopia, and Put are with them, all of them with shields and helmets. (6) They are joined by Gomer with all its troops, and by Beth Togarmah from the remote parts of the north with all its troops — many peoples are with you. (8) After many days you will be summoned; in the latter years you will come to a land restored from the ravages of war, with many peoples gathered on the mountains of Israel that had long been in ruins. Its people were brought out from the peoples, and all of them will be living securely. (9) You will advance; you will come like a storm. You will be like a cloud covering the earth, you, all your troops, and the many other peoples with you.

Ezekiel 39 (1) “As for you, son of man, prophesy against Gog, and say: ‘This is what the sovereign LORD says: Look, I am against you, O Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal! (4) You will fall dead on the mountains of Israel, you and all your troops and the people who are with you. I give you as food to every kind of bird and every wild beast. (7) “I will make my holy name known in the midst of my people Israel; I will not let my holy name be profaned anymore. Then the nations will know that I am the LORD, the Holy One of Israel.
### Consistent Historical Interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consistent Historical Interpretation</th>
<th>Interpretive Method Used</th>
<th>People or Nation Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magog</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosh / Tiras?</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>West Coastlands of Turkey and Greece, possibly Ukraine, Russia, Italy, and several other nations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshech</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubal</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cush</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Southern Egypt &amp; Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lud</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Libya, possibly Algeria and Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomer</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Eastern Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togarmah</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>Eastern Turkey, possibly Armenia and Azerbaijan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daniel 8 (16) Then I heard a human voice coming from between the banks of the Ulai. It called out, “Gabriel, enable this person to understand the vision.” (17) So he approached the place where I was standing. As he came, I felt terrified and fell flat on the ground. Then he said to me, “Understand, son of man, that the vision pertains to the time of the end.” (18) As he spoke with me, I fell into a trance with my face to the ground. But he touched me and stood me upright. (19) Then he said, “I am going to inform you about what will happen in the latter time of wrath, for the vision pertains to the appointed time of the end. (20) The ram that you saw with the two horns stands for the kings of Media and Persia. (21) The male goat is the king of Greece, and the large horn between its eyes is the first king. (22) The horn that was broken and in whose place there arose four others stands for four kingdoms that will arise from his nation, though they will not have his strength. (23) Toward the end of their rule, when rebellious acts are complete, a rash and deceitful king will arise. (24) His power will be great, but it will not be by his strength alone. He will cause terrible destruction. He will be successful in what he undertakes. He will destroy powerful people and the people of the holy ones.

Daniel 11 (28) Then the king of the north will return to his own land with much property. His mind will be set against the holy covenant. He will take action, and then return to his own land. (29) At an appointed time he will again invade the south, but this latter visit will not turn out the way the former one did. (30) The ships of Kittim will come against him, leaving him disheartened. He will turn back and direct his indignation against the holy covenant. He will return and honor those who forsake the holy covenant. (31) His forces will rise up and profane the fortified sanctuary, stopping the daily sacrifice. In its place they will set up the abomination that causes desolation. (32) Then with smooth words he will defile those who have rejected the covenant. But the people who are loyal to their God will act valiantly. (33) These who are wise among the people will teach the masses. However, they will fall by the sword and by the flame, and they will be imprisoned and plundered for some time.

Daniel 11 (36) “Then the king will do as he pleases. He will exalt and magnify himself above every deity and he will utter presumptuous things against the God of gods. He will succeed until the time of wrath is completed, for what has been decreed must occur. (37) He will not respect the gods of his fathers — not even the god loved by women. He will not respect any god; he will elevate himself above them all.

Daniel 11 (40) “At the time of the end the king of the south will attack him. Then the king of the north will storm against him with chariots, horsemen, and a large armada of ships. He will invade lands, passing through them like an overflowing river. (41) Then he will enter the beautiful land. Many will fall, but these will escape: Edom, Moab, and the Ammonite leadership.

Daniel 11 (31) His forces will rise up and profane the fortified sanctuary, stopping the daily sacrifice. In its place they will set up the abomination that causes desolation.

Daniel 12 (11) From the time that the daily sacrifice is removed and the abomination that causes desolation is set in place, there are 1,290 days. (12) Blessed is the one who waits and attains to the 1,335 days.

Matthew 24 (15) “So when you see the abomination of desolation — spoken about by Daniel the prophet — standing in the holy place (let the reader understand), (21) For then there will be great suffering unlike anything that has happened from the beginning of the world until now, or ever will happen. (22) And if those days had not been cut short, no one would be saved. But for the sake of the elect those days will be cut short.
Daniel 11 last conflicts of the kingdom of the North versus the Kingdom of the South
The Feasts of the Lord

1 Thessalonians 4
(16) For the Lord himself will come down from heaven with a shout of command, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. (17) Then we who are alive, who are left, will be suddenly caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will always be with the Lord. (18) Therefore encourage one another with these words.

1 Thessalonians 5 (1) Now on the topic of times and seasons, brothers and sisters, you have no need for anything to be written to you. (2) For you know quite well that the day of the Lord will come in the same way as a thief in the night. (3) Now when they are saying, “There is peace and security,” then sudden destruction comes on them, like labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will surely not escape. (4) But you, brothers and sisters, are not in the darkness for the day to overtake you like a thief would. (5) For you all are sons of the light and sons of the day. We are not of the night nor of the darkness.
THE SEVEN FEASTS OF THE LORD

1. The Passover *(Pesach)* Lev. 23: 5
2. The feasts of Unleavened bread *(HaMatzot)* Lev.23: 6-8
3. The First fruits *(Bikkurim)* Lev.23: 10-14
4. The Pentecost *(Feast of weeks)* Lev.23:15-22
5. The feasts of the trumpet *(Zicharon Teruach)* or *(Rosh Hashanah)* Lev.23: 24-25
6. The Day of Atonement *(Yom Kippur)* Lev.23:27-32
7. The feast of tabernacle *(Sukkot)* Lev.23:35- 37

*(Sabbaths were to celebrate weekly)*
Blood Moons

Joel 2:30-31
(30) I will produce portents both in the sky and on the earth — blood, fire, and columns of smoke. (31) The sunlight will be turned to darkness and the moon to the color of blood, before the day of the LORD comes — that great and terrible day!

Revelation 6:11-16
(11) Each of them was given a long white robe and they were told to rest for a little longer, until the full number was reached of both their fellow servants and their brothers who were going to be killed just as they had been. (12) Then I looked when the Lamb opened the sixth seal, and a huge earthquake took place; the sun became as black as sackcloth made of hair, and the full moon became blood red; (13) and the stars in the sky fell to the earth like a fig tree dropping its unripe figs when shaken by a fierce wind. (14) The sky was split apart like a scroll being rolled up, and every mountain and island was moved from its place. (15) Then the kings of the earth, the very important people, the generals, the rich, the powerful, and everyone, slave and free, hid themselves in the caves and among the rocks of the mountains. (16) They said to the mountains and to the rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from the face of the one who is seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,

(25) “And there will be signs in the sun and moon and stars, and on the earth nations will be in distress, anxious over the roaring of the sea and the surging waves. (26) People will be fainting from fear and from the expectation of what is coming on the world, for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.
The coming 2014-2015 Biblical Blood Moon Tetrad is unstoppable, phenomenal, and absolutely unprecedented, like no other of the seven previous ones in world history can match. These coming Blood Moons and their accompanying Heavenly SIGNS even supersedes the SIGNS our Creator displayed in the Heavens during the crucifixion, death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior, and that event is possibly the greatest in world history other than creation.

And for the next Biblical Tetrad not to occur for another 600 years in 2582-83 (as per NASA), we would be wise to acknowledge that our Lord is trying to grab our attention that something BIG is about to happen.

“And I will show wonders in the Heavens….., The sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon into blood BEFORE the great and terrible Day of the Lord come.” (Joel 2:30-31) As this scripture reads, the focus on this article is to bring an acute awareness that our Almighty God has prepared an unprecedented arsenal of “Divine” Heavenly SIGNS presently being unleashed upon the world, specifically this year and next, (2014-2015). These SIGNS will spawn as mighty and supernatural earthly events as ever has been seen. Our recorded history tells us so.

**Why Is This Coming Blood Moon TETRAD So Rare?**

Can you imagine in our lifetime of EVER seeing 4 consecutive Total Lunar Eclipses in one sequence, called a TETRAD, and 4 Solar Eclipses occurring in a span of 17 ½ months? That’s 1 eclipse every 65 days. That is RARE.

NASA, the National Aeronautical Space Administration which is comprised of the most brilliant physicists and astronomers in the world, has precisely and accurately documented on their websites every Lunar and Solar Eclipse from 3,000 BC to 3,000 AD. A Lunar Eclipse occurs when the moon passes behind the earth and blots out the sun’s rays from striking the moon directly, thereby giving it a “blood red” color, also called a BLOOD MOON. A Solar Eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the sun and the earth, thereby darkening the sun.

These coming BLOOD MOONS begin April 15, 2014 and end Sept. 28, 2015. NASA also tells us that the “fullest” view of this first BLOOD MOON will be seen across North and South America, Australia, and Pacifica at exactly 3:47 AM Eastern Standard Time the night of April 15, 2014.

Now, even more RARE is the fact that the coming BLOOD MOONS will be occurring exactly to the day on 2 of the most special Holy Holidays (Feasts) of the Lord as described in Leviticus 23:2. Those being two consecutive Feasts of Passover and 2 consecutive Feasts of Tabernacles. The Feast of Passover marks the day when the Lord supernaturally enables the Exodus from Egypt of all the enslaved Jewish people and their leader Moses, some 3,500 years ago. The Feast of Tabernacles welcomes the Glory of God’s protection and the coming of his presence to all Jews and Gentiles alike.

Here’s the kicker. This amazing phenomenon of “BIBLICAL” BLOOD MOONS has occurred only 7 previous times in world history since 3000 BC.
So let’s put this into PERSPECTIVE.

First, our Lord and Creator has planned from the very beginning to use SIGNS in the Heaven as “harbingers” to GRAB our ATTENTION that something BIG and MIGHTY is about to happen.

In Genesis 1:14, God says “Let there be light in the Heavens to divide the day from the night and let them be for “SIGNS and for SEASONS.”

The Hebrew word for SIGN is “owth,” meaning a signal, a warning, an omen is coming. The Hebrew word for SEASON is “moade” meaning a divinely appointed time, a holy convocation (Leviticus 23:4).

Second, the historical trends for these BLOOD MOONS each begin with tears, tragedy, sadness, darkness, and death for the Jewish people and they all end in victory and joy. Regarding Solar Eclipses, history has revealed judgement on the nations who attempt to harm Israel. (Genesis 12:3).

Third, now this is absolutely fascinating: The probability of successfully predicting 4 consecutive BLOOD MOONS to fall on these 2 Holy Days beginning with Jesus’s Crucifixion and Resurrection to the 2014-2015 BLOOD MOONS is INDESCRIBABLE: 1 chance in 1.85 x 10 to the 139th power. Yes, that is 139 consecutive zeroes. Our national debt of $17 trillion has but 12 “little” zeroes.

This calculation TOTALLY excludes the inclusion of any probabilities associated with Solar Eclipses falling on the Lord’s Holy Days, let alone their corresponding climactic world events they cause. This number defies the null hypothesis of all statistical probability. And why not, for who can challenge the power and glory of Almighty God?? Visualizing this number must surely get all our attention of how profound these coming SIGNS upon the earth are. WOW!!!

Now we look forward to witnessing not only these BLOOD MOONS but also a display of several additional fascinating complementary SIGNS more than any other “BIBLICAL” TETRAD has ever had, some that have recently happened. This “Cosmic Countdown” is unprecedented. Please compare each TETRAD graph below this article to the coming 2014-2015 TETRAD graphs.

My friends, our Lord is using this most special SIGN series to prepare this world to enter into a new zone, a new paradigm that just may possibly begin the End of the Age as we know it. (I cannot stress enough the Lord’s word “BEFORE” at the beginning of this article from Joel 2:31). So why else would this prolific SIGN be upon us today? Can it be that this world has willfully turned away from our Creator. May He be at that “critical point” where He’s looking down on us through His window in Heaven with a “tear” in his eye, (look at the world today).

The historical precedence of events from the past 7 TETRADS is an already unequivocally established benchmark for the past 2,000 years since the times of Jesus, and those BLOOD MOONS surrounding his death were most spectacular.

So what future worldly events does this sign foreshadow?

Well, first brace yourselves for this: NASA says there will be no more “BIBLICAL” TETRADS for almost another 600 years, in the year 2582-83 AD, (please look it up on NASA websites). And it will not have a Super BLOOD MOON or Star of David Planetary Alignment. Can you only imagine our world limping along for another 600 years as we know the world today.
In general the seeds under this umbrella are rampant today:

- Nuclear proliferation and threats
- Financial chaos derived from Gov’t printing presses issuing free money
- Unexplained animal, bird, and fish deaths and extinctions
- Extreme weather patterns, excessive tornadoes, volcanoes, earthquakes
- Deception, Immorality, Lawlessness, Loss of Family Values abound
- Insecurity (NSA global spying)
- Apostacy, and on and on and on

Are these not all prevalent today and in a BIG way? With the torrid pace of technology doubling every two and one half years (Daniel 12:4), is it no wonder that all these earthly signs are developing at warp speed in concert together.

Specifically, the prophecized major earthly events that are already primed to unfold are:

The Psalm 83 War where Israel’s hostile border neighbors are completely decimated by Israel’s Defense Forces (Ezekial 37:10 and Iasiah 54:17 : “No weapon formed against thee shall prosper”). Can Iran, who says they will destroy Israel, hear this?? This war highlights today’s daily news headliner, Damascus, Syria, the world’s longest, largest, “continuing” city which will become a “ruinous heap....in one evening” (Isaiah 17:1,14). By the way, Israel has a population of 5.5 million and is the size of New Jersey. Israel’s border neighbors are the size of ½ of the continental United States with a population of 170 million. (Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Gaza, and the West Bank).

The Gog/Megog war where oil-hungry Russia, Iran, and Turkey are “lured” like a fish on the hook to come upon oil-rich Israel (Ezekial 38:4). There 5/6 of their mighty military is supernaturally destroyed by God Almighty (Ezekial 39:2).

Maybe the consummation of the currently ongoing Peace Process Treaty talks between Israel and the Palestinians will set the stage for all the other “dominoes” to fall. This process is wholly brokered by the United States and has been ongoing since July 29, 2013. It is scheduled to end April 29, 2014, the exact day of a Solar Eclipse (NASA). Also, all sides have agreed to stay involved for the duration and this has NEVER EVER happened before, ( Daniel 9:27). WOW, that’s right smack into the sweet spot of the BLOOD MOONS. I get that. This Treaty, if signed, will wrecklessly violate God’s eternal covenant with Abraham because Israel’s land will be divided up (Genesis 12:3 and 15:18). This peace process is scheduled to last EXACTLY 9 months. This is precisely the duration time of a pregnancy where a mother’s birth pangs increase in frequency and intensity and are eventually “UNSTOPPABLE”. I mention this because, and most fittingly, there is a Bible Scripture in 1 Thessalonians 5:3 : “When they say Peace and Safety then sudden destruction comes upon them as travail upon a woman with child”. (Also, Revelation 12:2). Very intriguing.

Or maybe it’s the “loose cannon” in North Korea, maybe the Rapture, maybe the One World Order as we are so globally integrated with Facebook, Twitter, and cell phones galore. Or just maybe it’s the End of the Age beginning with the 7-year Tribulation Period and culminating in the 2nd Coming of Jesus.
Don’t believe me, believe your Bible.

Nobody knows (surely not I) which event will be triggered first. What we do know is that the Sun and the Moon are the Lord’s “Faithful and Silent Witnesses” (Psalms 89:37). They will warn us first that this world is rapidly racing to the “Edge of Time”. I strongly reiterate the word “BEFORE” in the scripture from Joel 2:31 at the beginning of this article. I hereby caution, I am NOT a Date-setter, nor into Astrology or Numerology or the “Fame “business, nor any of that stuff. PLEASE do not believe me, believe your Bible, then verify and judge for yourself your findings. 1 John 4:1 says “….try the spirits whether they are from God because many false prophets are gone our into the world”. I am just a Bible believing career Statistician whose Lord and Savior is Jesus Christ. This article merely attempts to reveal recognizable, confirmed and documented historical facts from NASA and Bible Scriptures of imminent prophetic events that are very well correlated with the coming BLOOD MOONS. That simple. Only Almighty God knows for sure. Glory to God. He does not lie (Proverbs 30:5, Titus 1:2). This BLOOD MOON phenomenon is also not a COINCIDENCE as God does not do COINCIDENCES. His plan from the beginning has always been like a “Ring of Steel”, totally set and unalterable.

We are truly a privileged generation.

You, nor I, nor our parents nor our grandparents,… nor Adam & Eve, yes Adam & Eve, have ever seen or will ever see again such a magnificent PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED and ORDERLY ALIGNMENT of Heavenly SIGNS. This Cosmic Countdown so divinely fashioned by our Creator most assuredly tells us that He is literally screaming at us that we are approaching the “EDGE of Time”, as he appears to no longer be “FIRST” in today’s world. Jesus warns us in Matthew 24:34 : “Verily I say unto you. This generation shall not pass till all things be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not…”

(Please see graphs below to see how magnificently that our Creator has correlated the time span between the 6th, 7th and coming Tetrad to the specific year of 1948, Israel’s re-birth, and to the specific year of 1967, Jerusalem’s return as the Capitol of Israel). What an awesome GOD!!!

Challenging times are now here as these BLOOD MOONS are upon us. However, they will culminate in a beautiful ending, our Lord tells us so. He’s Alpha and Omega, the first and the last, compassionate and in full control. Billions of people will witness these phenomenal SIGNS around the world, specifically the Western Hemisphere as per NASA. WOW, how privileged is that???

As in the Days of Noah

Yet there are some who will witness these SIGNS and say they are pretty, romantic, no big deal. Others will say they are scare tactics revved up by Bible prophecy junkies. Others will simply say, “I’m not interested, I’ll go watch TV.

Well this is precisely the attitude people had in the days of Noah, and then it began to rain, and rain, and rain… (Luke 17:27).
What Must We Do Now?

In closing, this is a pivotal moment. We must ask ourselves what must we do now? Well, can we please be a little bit brave, put away our complacency and wake up.

Matthew 16:2,3: “...When it is evening ye say it will be fair weather for the sky is red...O ye hypocrites ye can discern the face of the sky, but can ye not discern the signs of the times?”

We Must:

Get our life and our loved one’s spiritual house in order with Jesus. John 14:6: “I am the way, the truth, and the life, no one comes to the Father but by me.”

Put our efforts into reaching others’ souls to seek Jesus.

PRAY, PRAY, PRAY (Psalms 55:17).

WATCH, WATCH, WATCH, what cargo these BLOOD MOONS will deliver. Luke 21:28: “And when these things begin to come to Pass, look up lift up your head, for your redemption draweth nigh.” The imminent return of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, is upon us. This Cosmic SIGN tells us so. Something BIG is going to happen it couldn’t be more explicit. Glory to Almighty God (Isaiah 46:9: “...there is none like me”). He is coming back sooner than we may think. After all, how could Almighty God and “secular” NASA both independently be on the same page at the same time for all these thousands of years. Is this not sufficient enough proof necessary to validate that something BIG is about to happen knowing there are no more Biblical BLOOD MOONS for another 600 years. Friends, this is the REAL DEAL and I now do get that.

Special thanks to Mark Biltz for discovering the BIBLICAL TETRADS in 2008. May God Bless you. (Ezekial 33:3:“...when he seeth the sword come upon the land...warn the people”).
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No other TETRAD in History from 3,000 BC to 2013, 14, 15 AD Displays this PERFECT SYMMETRY
The Jewish festivals of 2014-2015 are bounded by four "blood moons" (total lunar eclipses, with reddish tinge). Eight times since Christ a series of four eclipses (called a tetrad) have landed on God's holy days. The current tetrad began with Passover last year, continued through the Fall Feast of Tabernacles, marks this year's Passover (April 4), and concludes on this year's Feast of Tabernacles (September 28).

Previous tetrads coincided with world events affecting Israel. In 1493-94, Jews were expelled from Spain, a pattern Europe followed. In that time, an Italian Christian of Jewish descent, Christopher Columbus, navigated back from the "New World" of America. In a few hundred years, the United States rose to be a safe haven for Jewish immigrants from all over the world.

In 1949-50, the tetrad followed Israel's official rebirth as a nation (May 1948). After two world wars, God's ancient people were allowed access to their ancient homeland. The Israeli government was installed in 1949 and regional peace treaties signed by 1950.
In 1967-68, four blood moons heralded the "Six-Day War," when Israel was attacked by Arab neighbors seeking to annihilate her. God gave a mighty deliverance that astonished the world and stunned her enemies. Israel captured additional lands and took back the ancient city of Jerusalem.

And now come the blood moons of 2014-15. The Islamic State (ISIS) marches through Syria and Iraq, seeks to take Jordan and maybe Saudi Arabia, killing Christians and some Shiite Muslims. They intend total obliteration of Israel. Terrorist groups Hezbollah, Hamas, and al-Qaedi are renewing attacks. Iran presses to gain the nuclear bomb. Once radical Islamic states and terrorists have nuclear weapons, everything destabilizes.

Elsewhere, Egypt and Turkey turn a cold shoulder to Israel. Fearful Europe has backed away from support, now accusing Israel of war crimes. The once-reliable United States has taken a long step back from helping. Dangerous days for Israel are here. We may soon witness a Mideast war unlike any recently seen. Joel prophesied and Peter proclaimed, "I will shew wonders in heaven above...the sun shall be turned into darkness [solar eclipse] and the moon into blood [lunar eclipse], before that great and notable day of the Lord come" (Acts 2:19-20).

Spring arrives this year on March 20 with a total solar eclipse, visible in Europe, North Africa, North Asia, and Iceland. A partial solar eclipse happens this September 13 to South Africa, South India, and Antarctica. That last date holds considerable interest.

**Sabbath-Year Economic Reset**

Those familiar with Jonathan Cahn's works—The Harbinger and The Mystery of the Shemitah—will know 2015 also marks the end of the Sabbath year, or shemittah (Hebrew "release" of debts, Deut. 15:1-3). Many of the biggest U.S. stock market corrections landed on these seven-year cycles of God's calendar, always in September or October. The last one was the largest single-day point drop of the Dow Jones index ever, October 1, 2008. Seven years prior, on September 18, 2001, the stock market steeply fell due to the 9-11 attacks on the World Trade Center.

If the Lord is judging America by toppling our false gods and idols, money would head the list. Seeing no significant signs yet of national repentance and turning back to the God of our fathers, we expect the economy may well take another big hit in 2015. The Jewish new year's eve, when debts are recalibrated, falls on September 13, as a solar eclipse darkens the southern hemisphere, and two weeks before the final blood moon of this tetrad comes on September 28.

Putting it all together, we have an incredible convergence of events beyond manipulation by man. A cycle of four blood moons over two consecutive years ... each total lunar eclipse falling upon a Jewish holy day ... with total solar eclipses between the blood moons ... landing in the Jewish seventh-year of debt release ... leading past 2015-2016 into the next Jubilee Year (when God sets captives free, restores property, and proclaims liberty in the land). Is the Lord shouting at those with ears to hear and eyes to see?
Isaiah 13
(13) So I will shake the heavens, and the earth will shake loose from its foundation, because of the fury of the LORD who commands armies, in the day he vents his raging anger.

Isaiah 24
(19) The earth is broken in pieces, the earth is ripped to shreds, the earth shakes violently. (20) The earth will stagger around like a drunk; it will sway back and forth like a hut in a windstorm. Its sin will weigh it down, and it will fall and never get up again. (21) At that time the LORD will punish the heavenly forces in the heavens and the earthly kings on the earth. (22) They will be imprisoned in a pit, locked up in a prison, and after staying there for a long time, they will be punished. (23) The full moon will be covered up, the bright sun will be darkened; for the LORD who commands armies will rule on Mount Zion in Jerusalem in the presence of his assembly, in majestic splendor.

Isaiah 26
(20) Go, my people! Enter your inner rooms! Close your doors behind you! Hide for a little while, until his angry judgment is over! (21) For look, the LORD is coming out of the place where he lives, to punish the sin of those who live on the earth. The earth will display the blood shed on it; it will no longer cover up its slain.

Hebrews 12
(26) Then his voice shook the earth, but now he has promised, “I will once more shake not only the earth but heaven too.” (27) Now this phrase “once more” indicates the removal of what is shaken, that is, of created things, so that what is unshaken may remain. (28) So since we are receiving an unshakable kingdom, let us give thanks, and through this let us offer worship pleasing to God in devotion and awe.
Is Nibiru real? Does it take Nibiru 3,600 years to complete one orbital journey? As you can imagine, the gravitational effects of a sizable planet moving close to the inner solar system would spell big trouble for planet Earth. Earth has been acting up lately with an increase in earthquakes, volcanoes, global warming (oops..I meant “climate change”), blending of seasons, and more. Open your mind a little and stop believing everything our so called scientists and NASA folks have to say. Every week NASA seems to have learned something new that was unthinkable.

First you have to understand that we might be part of a binary solar system. NASA just found a binary solar system last year. It would explain the earth’s wobble which is still unexplained today. Would it be too far off to believe that a planet can share both solar systems? If you took the time to watch this video, then you might be interested in this newspaper article and these Planet X abstracts. Explore this site and ask questions and share your thoughts.

Our Ancestors and the Binary Solar System

There are presently nine known planets in the solar system. It is possible that a tenth planet, referred to as “Planet X,” exists and is waiting to be discovered.

Soon after German astronomer (a scientist specializing in the study of matter in outer space) William Herschel discovered Uranus in 1781, scientists noticed that Uranus was changing direction from its predicted orbit. This led them to hypothesize that there was another planet out there, the gravitational field of which was tugging at Uranus. The next planet, Neptune, was discovered in 1841 independently by English astronomer John Couch Adams and French astronomer Urbain Leverrier. The existence of Neptune, however, was not able to totally explain Uranus’s orbital disturbances. Neptune showed movement away from its predicted orbit, as well. The search for Planet X continued.

7,200 years ago, during the cataclysm known as “Noah’s flood”, “sudden changes in temperature, violent storms and water avalanches from Antarctica broke off from their ‘ice prison’ Dr. John T. Hollin at Maine University (U.S.A.) considers that large pieces periodically came out of the Antarctic ice field creating a huge tide” (Zecharia Sitchin, The Twelfth Planet).

3,600 years ago, during the Jews’ Exodus from Egypt in the middle of the second millennium B.C., the Earth suffered big cataclysms. “A celestial body that recently entered our solar system – a new comet – came very close to Earth causing the eventual disappearance of the glacier layer“ (Immanuel Velikovsky, “Worlds in Collision”).

From our research, we think Nibiru will appear in December 2015 and pass over at the end of April 2016.

The name “Nibiru” originated from the ancient Sumerians, who once inhabited ancient Mesopotamia, modern-day Iraq. It is the twelfth planet describe by Zecharia Sitchin. Nibiru is also called Marduk, and it arrives to our solars system with a extreme clockwise elliptical course.

According to several ancient texts from Mesopotamia, there is strong evidence that supports theories that Nibiru, has an orbital period of 3600 years. The number 3,600 was represented by the Sumerians as a large circle.

The expression for the planet, the “shar” also means a perfect circle or full circle and also represents the number. Ancient Astronaut theorists believe that the convergence of the three concepts – planet / orbit / and number 3,600 – could not be a coincidence.

Strangely, The periods of the kingdom were also multiples of shar, 3,600 years, leading to the speculation that the empires shares were related to the orbital period of 3600 years.

NASA has identified a planet with an anomalous orbit around our Sun, they refer to it as Planet X. The Washington post and other news agencies wrote about it in 1983 and the coming years.
According to the Washington Post: “A heavenly body possibly as large as the giant planet Jupiter and possibly so close to Earth that it would be part of this solar system has been found in the direction of the constellation Orion by an orbiting telescope aboard the U.S. infrared astronomical satellite... ‘All I can tell you is that we don’t know what it is,’ said Gerry Neugebauer, chief IRAS scientist.”

R. Harrington wrote a very interesting article in the Astronomical Journal in 1988. Harrington suggested that a planet three or four times the size of Earth existed, having a position of three or four-time further from the sun than Pluto. According to mathematical models that were presented, it is believed that Planet X or Nibiru, has an extreme elliptical orbit of 30 degrees.

It is believed that the planet originated from the Orion constellation, passing near our planet and coming towards it from the Sun, after making its way by Earth, it head towards outer space and “disappears.”

Mythologically speaking, it has the appearance of a fiery beast, appearing in the sky as a second sun. Nibriu is a magnetic planet, causing the Earth to tilt in space as it passes. Nibiru is believed to have 4 times the diameter of Earth and is 23 times more massive, a truly gigantic planet.

According to ancient texts, Nibiru Is wrapped in a cloud of dust iron oxide red, making the rivers and lakes acquire a reddish color.

It is believed that it would cause days of obscurity while passing next to other planets, possibly even stopping their rotation during its transition across space due to its incredible magnetic properties.

Nibiru is also associated with great dangers. Some researchers believe if a planet like Nibiru would come close to Earth, it would cause large earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions creating an entirely new geography and climate.

It is called “The Destroyer” in the Kolbrin, a parallel bible located in the monastery of Glastonbury in Scotland; Men forget the days of the Destroyer. Only the wise know where it went and that it shall return at the appointed time. ... It is the Destroyer ... Its color was bright and fierce and ever-changing, with an unstable appearance ... a fierce body of flames.

According to the US News World Report, Planet X or Nibiru exists, the article; “Shrouded from the sun’s light, mysteriously tugging at the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, is an unseen force that astronomers suspect may be Planet X – a 10th resident of the Earth’s celestial neighborhood. Last year, the infrared astronomical satellite (IRAS), circling in a polar orbit 560 miles from the Earth, detected heat from an object about 50 billion miles away that is now the subject of intense speculation.”

According to an article published in Newsweek on July 13, 1987, NASA disclosed that there may be a 10th planet orbiting our Sun. According to NASA research scientist John Anderson, Planet X might actually be out there, but nowhere near our planets. The article form Newsweek states: “if he is right, two of the most intriguing puzzles of space science might be solved: what caused mysterious irregularities in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune during the 19th Century? And what killed off the dinosaurs 26 million years ago.”

On October 23, 1996 an article from AP called “New rebel planet found outside the solar system” states the following: A new planet that breaks all the rules about how and where planets form has been identified in orbit of a twin star about 70 light years from Earth in a constellation commonly known as the Northern Cross. The new planet has a roller coaster like orbit that swoops down close to its central star and then swings far out into frigid fringes, following a strange egg-shaped orbit that is unlike that of any other known planet.
THE SEVEN SEALS

1st Seal: White Horse - Conquest
   Rev. 6:1-2

2nd Seal: Red Horse - War
   Rev. 6:3-4

3rd Seal: Black Horse - Famine
   Rev. 6:5-6

4th Seal: Pale Horse - Pestilence
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SILENCE IN HEAVEN...
(Rev. 8:1-6)

7th Seal: Seven Trumpet Bowls
   Rev. 6:12-17

THE SEVEN TRUMPETS

1st Trumpet: Green grass and 1/3 of the trees are burned up.
   Rev. 8:7

2nd Trumpet: 1/3 of sea becomes blood; 1/3 of ships and sea life destroyed.
   Rev. 8:8-9

3rd Trumpet: 1/3 of sun, moon, and stars do not shine.
   Rev. 8:12

4th Trumpet: “Locusts” wield the Beast's military power.
   Rev. 9:1-12

5th Trumpet: 200-million-man army; a third of mankind killed.
   Rev. 9:13-21

6th Trumpet: The Kingdom of God is declared.
   Rev. 11:15-19

7th Trumpet: The earth is utterly shaken.
   Rev. 16:17-21

THE SEVEN BOWLS

1st Bowl: Sores afflict those who accepted the mark of the Beast.
   Rev. 16:2

2nd Bowl: Sea turns to blood; all sea creatures die.
   Rev. 16:3

3rd Bowl: Rivers turn to blood.
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4th Bowl: Mankind scorched by the sun, blaspheming God.
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5th Bowl: The Beast's seat of government is afflicted.
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6th Bowl: The Euphrates is dried up; world armies gather to Armageddon.
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7th Bowl: The earth is utterly shaken.
   Rev. 16:17-21